ACE Mentor Bio

Art Mastronicola
Atkins
Surveyor

Licenses and Certifications:
FL PSM #4166; AL PLS #19748; GA RLS #2726; CT & NY Inactive

Professional Affiliations:
Florida Surveying & Mapping Society (FSMS) (Life Member), National Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS)

How long have you been a mentor? First Year

Who or what inspired you to join ACE as a mentor?
My wife's involvement in the Home School arena brought the program to my attention and it caught my interest.

What have you found to be most rewarding about being a mentor?
Working with the kids and helping them to learn about our professions

What is the most surprising thing(s) you've learned from being a mentor?
Not much, been home schooling too many years to be surprised.